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Leo Born comes from Blumberg 

in the Black Forest and lives in 

Frankfurt/Main with his family. 

Almost 50,000 copies sold of vol. 

1 and 2 

An unorthodox strong female 

investigator

For fans of Stieg Larsson & 

Andreas Franz

Sample translation of Vol.2  

available

"Anyone who likes their crime 

thrillers a bit on the grim side 

will feel right at home here. The 

Scandinavians aren’t the only 

ones who can achieve that 

effect.“ WDR2
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Also available: 

SILENT 

SCREAMS

461 pp 

April 2019 

BLIND 

REVENGE 

456 pp 

December 

2018

Leo Born

BURNING SCARS

A new case for unconventional police detective Mara Billinsky, whose colleagues call her behind her

back „The Crow“. Tattoos, black clothes, tough on the outside: Mara Billinsky rubs people the wrong

way. More often than not, she investigates on her own and many of her colleagues have problems

with her work ethics.

With Mara Billinsky, Born has created an extraordinary investigator who impresses the readers. For

many, she has quickly become one of the most exciting characters in the German crime world. Her

tough on the outside, soft on the inside attitude makes her an authentic and interesting character.

Readers also praise the high level of suspense that is maintained throughout the story. Right from

the start, readers are drawn into the story and the constant changes of perspective and locations as

well as short chapters make for a compelling read.

Police detective Mara Billinsky is haunted by her past: She is desperate to finally bring her mother’s

killers to justice. And she has also stress in her job. The brutal murder of a high-class hooker and a

bomb attack on the freeway are keeping everyone in the homicide division of the Frankfurt Police

Department on their toes. But then, from one moment to the next, the huntswoman turns into the

hunted when a mysterious caller warns her that the „wolf“ is in town and has her in his sights! By the

time Mara realizes that she and her colleagues are nothing but pawns in a cold blooded war, it is

almost too late for „the Crow“.

Part 3 of the successful series featuring the unique investigator, Mara Billinsky

BRENNENDE NARBEN

445 pages

Paperback  

September 2019 



Matthias Bürgel, born in 1970, 

studied Law and Administration at 

the police academy. He works as 

a detective chief superintendent at 

the Permanent Crime Unit of the 

Constance Police Department. 

Even though his day-to-day work 

brings him into contact with the 

darkest depths of human nature, 

he has always loved his job – and 

still does, after 28 years. His 

extensive experience inspired him 

to write his psychological thriller 

IMAGO. DARK HATRED.

Psychologically powerful 

and gripping

Detectives with their hearts 

in the right place

Edge-of-your-seat suspense
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Matthias Bürgel

IMAGO. DARK HATRED

Around Lake Constance, a serial killer is abducting and murdering young women, whose bodies are

found horribly mutilated. And the police have no leads. So chief investigator Marius Bannert turns to

case analyst Falk Hagedorn for help. Hagedorn is in a wheelchair following an accident, and wants

nothing more to do with the world – much less with the police. But in the end the case gets under his

skin, and he agrees to help Bannert. Little by little, by looking at the victims, the two detectives

analyse the killer’s psyche and manage to guess the motive behind his crimes. But then Hagedorn’s

daughter suddenly goes missing.

In IMAGO, detectives Bannert and Hagedorn are faced with a series of sickening crimes. One suffers

with the victims and roots for the two investigators. Using flashbacks to the killer’s traumatic

childhood, the author also manages to give the reader an insight into the perpetrator’s mindset – and

that is perhaps the most disturbing thing about this gripping book.

IMAGO. DUNKLER HASS

341 pages

June 2019

A nightmarish serial killer story that is not for the faint-hearted

THRILLER



Romy Fölck was born in Meissen 

in 1974. She studied law at 

Dresden University and began a 

business career with a major 

company in Leipzig where she was 

employed for 10 years. Today she 

works as an independent author 

and lives in the Elbmarsch region 

near Hamburg. She has published 

numerous short mysteries in 

anthologies and magazines. 
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Also available:

THE BLOOD 

HOUSE 

380 pp 

October 2018

DEATH LANE

381 pp

February 2018

Romy Fölck

DEATH CHAMBER

DEATH LANE and THE HOUSE OF BLOOD, the first volumes of Romy Fölck’s crime series

featuring investigator duo Frida Paulsen and Bjarne Haverkorn, were on the Spiegel bestseller list for

weeks and inspired critics and readers alike. With DEATH CHAMBER, the author now presents the

third volume in the series, and readers can once again expect interesting characters, an atmospheric

setting, and a riveting story that invites readers to participate in solving the puzzle.

The body of an old man is found in a lonely wind mill in the marsh. Until his mysterious death, the

eighty-year-old lived as a recluse and had little contact with people in the village. When Frida

Paulsen, who now works for the Itzehoe Homicide Unit, becomes aware of the case, she is

immediately fascinated by the eerie atmosphere in the old building. Who was this solitary old man

whom the villagers avoided just as much as he shunned them? When Frida comes across a

concealed trap door in the mill, what she discovers surpasses her worst fears. The door leads into a

secret chamber where, until recently, a woman was held prisoner.

When Chief Inspector Bjarne Haverkorn learns about the mysterious chamber from Frida, it awakens

disturbing memories. In 2010, a young woman disappeared in the marsh. To this day there is no

trace of her. Everything indicates that the kidnapped woman was held captive in the chamber.

While the police comb the old mill and its surroundings and make another appalling discovery, hopes

of resolving the case quickly soon dwindle in light of a terrible new suspicion.

STERBEKAMMER

430 pages  

Hardcover 

October 2019 

CRIME NOVEL

The new novel by SPIEGEL bestselling author, and the third case

for a dissimilar investigator duo 

Sample translations of  

DEATH CHAMBER and 

DEATH LANE available 

“DEATH LANE turned out to 

be a fantastic page-turner 

that can really cut into your 

sleep. [...] I have no doubt 

that Romy Fölck’s name will 

soon compete on the 

bestseller lists in the same 

league as Nele Neuhaus and 

co.” WDR 2 Krimitipp



Julia Hofelich first studied German 

philology and comparative literature 

before switching to law. After her 

legal internship, she worked as an 

attorney and completed a 

correspondence course on 

screenwriting. Julia Hofelich is 

married, has two children, and is 

currently researching her second 

crime novel.
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Also available:

DEAD WATER 

318 pp 

January 2019

Julia Hofelich

FOG HUNT 

FOG HUNT is public defender Linn Geller’s second case. The plots entail solving cases about

exonerating people who are under suspicion or have already been charged. This always creates a

sense of uncertainty about whether the defendant/suspect might not be guilty after all, which leaves

the reader ample room for speculation. In addition, the author holds readers in suspense with

surprising twists and turns.

In a small village, the elderly Ines Schneider is found murdered. The primary suspect is her foster

son, Jo Haug. The village community is convinced of Jo‘s guilt. Jo‘s natural father murdered his

mother, and even his biological grandfather was a drunkard and a thug. Since it is well known that

the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree, for the villagers the matter is clear: Jo is predisposed for evil.

Why shouldn't he have murdered his foster mother?

Since Jo has a criminal record, he is also the likely perpetrator in the eyes of the public prosecutor's

office. Yet Linn Geller lays no stock in such prejudgments. Naturally, she wants the best for her client

and begins to investigate. In the process, she uncovers a shocking truth that reaches far, far back

into the past.

NEBELJAGD

400 pages

Paperback 

January 2020

CRIME NOVEL

Is attorney Linn Geller helping an innocent man or a killer?

For readers of the Dóra

Guðmundsdóttirs series by 

Yrsa Sigurdardottir



DRESSED FOR DEATH is the first in a new comic crime series. It is set in various locations in the

Black Forest, but mainly in and around the town of Villingen-Schwenningen (the capital of the Central

Black Forest) and the region’s hinterland with its characteristic Black Forest landscape and tourist

magnets including the Schluchsee, the Titisee, the Feldberg and the Baar.

Marie Kaltenbach grew up in the Black Forest, but has only recently returned home after many years

living the big city life in Berlin. Her new job as a police superintendent in her hometown gets off to a

rocky start: even before she’s officially started work, she and her new colleague Karl-Heinz

Winterhalter are at loggerheads. And the next thing they know, there’s been a murder!

A group of students out geocaching come across a mysterious royal crypt. In it they find not treasure

but the body of a man dressed in the traditional costume of the Black Forest. The dead man is the

famous enfant terrible Peter Schätzle.

Schätzle is a controversial figure who worked as a photographer, designer, traditional dress

enthusiast and art dealer, and who liked to rifle through dead people’s possessions in search of

‘treasures’. When the detectives search Schätzle’s shop, they realise that several paintings are

missing. One clue points to the paintings having been dumped in the Schluchsee. When Winterhalter

and Kaltenbach start looking into where the collection of paintings might have come from, their

investigation leads them to somebody Winterhalter already knows.

Alexander Rieckhoff /

Stefan Ummenhofer 

DRESSED FOR DEATH. 

A Black Forest Crime Novel

The Black Forest holds many dark secrets

Alexander Rieckhoff, born in 

1969, was born and raised in 

Villingen. He has been working 

as a television editor at ZDF in 

Mainz since 2001.

Stefan Ummenhofer, born 

1969, grew up in Villingen and 

Schwenningen. He currently 

works as a journalist in Freiburg.
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CRIME NOVEL
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TOTENTRACHT

Hardcover

381 pages

September 2019 



Patricia Walter, born in 1974, 

studied Statistics in Munich and 

works in the insurance business. 

Besides writing, she practices 

martial arts in her spare time, 

particularly judo and kung fu. 

She holds the second black belt 

in judo and works as a voluntary 

coach. She lives in Munich. 

Powerful cliffhangers, 

strong protagonist, intense 

storyline

For readers of Jenny 

Blackhurst and Paula 

Hawkins

“A white-knuckle thriller 

that leaves you breathless 

with amazement on more 

than one occasion.”

Review on lovelybooks.de

“Fascinating, absorbing 

and full of surprises.” 

Lovelybooks.de review
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Also available:

COLD RECALL

330 pp

October 2016

Patricia Walter

DARK PAST

DARK PAST is a tense psychological thriller and a real page-turner – Patricia Walter is a master of

the art of the cliff-hanger. Women will find her female protagonist an easy character to identify with.

Walter’s psychological thrillers play deftly on women’s deepest fears, and DARK PAST is no

exception. It features a well-known TV journalist whose eight-year-old daughter is abducted. With

surprising twists and red herrings, Patricia Walter manages to maintain the suspense to the very end.

Flashbacks and hints invite readers to speculate about who is behind the abduction – but just when

they’re sure they’ve guessed who the perpetrator is, something happens to make them realise how

wrong they were.

TV reporter Kim Jansen gets a phone call from a stranger. The man tells her that in half an hour he is

going to throw himself off the roof of a tower block. If Kim can get to him before then, he will give her

‘the scoop of her life’. Kim wants to try and save the man, but the babysitter for her eight-year-old

daughter Lilly hasn’t arrived yet. Lilly persuades her mum that she’ll be fine on her own for a little

while, and Kim sets off for the tower block. The police are already there, but the man demands to

speak to Kim. Once she’s standing beside him on the roof, he turns to her and says: ‘I’m sorry about

your daughter.’ Then he jumps to his death…

Kim races home to find that her daughter has disappeared without trace. The next morning she

receives a letter: in three days’ time, Kim must make a statement on live television confessing to

what she did nine years ago. Kim’s heart stands still: she has to find her daughter and the

blackmailer. Before the police do. Because the truth must never come to light.

A psychological thriller with a strong female protagonist

DUNKLE VERGANGENHEIT

330 pages

Paperback 

March 2020

DEAD ASHES 

387 pp 

April 2019 



Co-authors Neil Richards (based in 

the UK) and Matthew Costello 

(based in the US), have been writing 

together since the mid 90's, creating 

content and working on projects for 

the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, 

ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name 

but a few. Their transatlantic 

collaboration has underpinned scores 

of TV drama scripts, computer games 

and radio shows. 

English manuscript available 

For fans of Agatha Christie’s

MISS MARPLE series, Lilian

Jackson Braun's THE CAT WHO 

series, Caroline Graham's 

MIDSOMER MURDERS, and the 

TV series MURDER SHE WROTE,

starring Angela Lansbury

Over 1 million eBooks and audio 

downloads sold!

35 episodes & 2 novels available 
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Also available (a.o.):

CHERRINGHAM –

The Secret of 

Brimley Manor

(Episode 34)

145 pp

June 2019  

CHERRINGHAM –

Cliffhanger

(Episode 33) 

130 pp

April 2019 

CHERRINGHAM –

Death Trap 

(Episode 32)

137 pp

December 2018

Matthew Costello & Neil Richards

CHERRINGHAM –

TOO MANY LIES 

(Episode 35) 

Cherringham is a serial novel à la Charles Dickens set in the sleepy English village of Cherringham.

The detective series brings together an unlikely sleuthing duo: English web designer Sarah and

American ex-cop Jack. Thrilling and deadly - but with a spot of tea - it's like Rosamunde Pilcher

meets Inspector Barnaby. Each of the self-contained episodes is a quick read for the morning

commute, while waiting for the doctor, or when curling up with a hot cuppa.

When a hiker falls from a cliff edge while walking the Cotswolds Way, it seems like no accident. The

more Jack and Sarah investigate the walkers on the trail that day, the more likely it seems that

danger is still afoot. Is there a potential killer in this Cherringham tour group? And when will he or she

strike again?

PRAISE for the series

“Comparisons with Midsomer Murders are inevitable, but Cherringham comes out on top when it

comes to originality and – probably most crucially – the avoidance of irritating stereotypes.”

Killing Time Crime

“A bit of a cross between Midsomer Murders and Johnathan Creek […] It’s very cleverly written …! A

great little whodunit with some super characters!”

brookcottagebooks.blogspot.de

Cherringham Mysteries

Approx. 144 pages 

November 2019 



Co-authors Neil Richards (based in 

the UK) and Matthew Costello 

(based in the US), have been writing 

together since the mid 90's, creating 

content and working on projects for 

the BBC, Disney Channel, Sony, 

ABC, Eidos, and Nintendo to name 

but a few. Their transatlantic 

collaboration has underpinned scores 

of TV drama scripts, computer games 

and radio shows. 

English manuscript available

MYDWORTH MYSTERIES is a 

series of self-contained novella-

length mysteries, published in 

English and German

For all fans of CHERRINGHAM,

MISS FISHER‘S MURDER 

MYSTERIES and DOWNTON 

ABBEY
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Soon available (a.o.):

MYDWORTH
MYSTERIES –
A Little Night 
Murder
(Episode 2) 

Approx. 150 pp
October 2019

MYDWORTH

MYSTERIES –

London Calling!

(Episode 3) 

Approx. 150 pp

December 2019 

MYDWORTH

MYSTERIES –

Murder Wore a 

Mask 

(Episode 4) 

Approx. 150 pp

April 2020 

Matthew Costello & Neil Richards

MYDWORTH MYSTERIES –

A SHOT IN THE DARK 

(Episode 1) 

It is 1929. A new decade is approaching and with it an air of optimism. Despite the trials and struggles ahead,

the world is changing for the better in so many ways. Amelia Earhart has just crossed the Atlantic. And the

women of England – who now have the vote – are taking their place in society that has been denied them so

long. For most people in the English Home Counties, life goes on, comfortably enough.

Take Mydworth, for instance. The perfect picturesque English village… Just 50 miles from London. Cars chug

lazily around its quiet roads. Summertime pubs serve beer from barrels. Cricket matches fill every village

green. Horses and carts can still be seen in the fields and in harvest time the schools are empty as children

help bring in the crops. The ‘great diplomatic game’ that led to the ruin of War is rarely spoken of. And the

major players -- the empires, kings, elected leaders, and the secret agencies that support them – have taken

a back seat to next summer’s fashions, the new dance craze in town, and the latest jazz sensation. But things

are about to change in gentle, discreet Mydworth. Two people who well knew those players and their global

‘games’ are about to arrive in the village – and turn the pretty place upside down …

Episode 1: A Shot in the Dark Sussex, England, 1929. Young and handsome Sir Harry Mortimer returns

home from his diplomatic posting in Cairo, with his beautiful and unconventional American wife, Kat. No

sooner have the two arrived, when a jewel robbery occurs at Harry’s aunt’s home - Mydworth Manor. The

police are baffled and overwhelmed with the case. But Harry and Kat have an edge in the hunt for the

dangerous culprit: not only do they have certain useful 'skills' they've both picked up in service of King,

President and Country…they also have access to parts of English society that your average bobby can't

reach...

From the authors of the best-selling series CHERRINGHAM

152 pages 

August 2019 



Helena Marchmont is a 

pseudonym of Olga Wojtas, who 

was born and brought up in 

Edinburgh. She was encouraged to 

write by an inspirational English 

teacher, Iona M. Cameron. Olga 

won a Scottish Book Trust New 

Writers Award in 2015, has had 

more than 30 short stories 

published in magazines.

A cozy crime series set in the 

Cotswolds 

English manuscripts available 
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Also available (a.o.): 

BUNBURRY –

Drop Dead 

Gorgeous

(Episode 5)

121 pp

July 2019

Helena Marchmont

BUNBURRY –

MURDER IN HIGH PLACES

(Episode 6) 

Miss Marple meets Oscar Wilde in this new series of cosy mysteries set in the

picturesque Cotswolds village of Bunburry. In "Murder at the Mousetrap," the first Bunburry book,

fudge-making and quaffing real ale in the local pub are matched by an undercurrent of passion,

jealousy, hatred and murder – laced with a welcome dose of humour.

In MURDER IN HIGH PLACES, the sixth Bunburry book, Oscar will brave the Cotswolds for the first

time! Alfie has tried for months to convince his best friend to visit him - but when a glamorous High

Society Party in honour of celebrated actor Dorian Stevens is announced, Oscar just can’t resist. He

is - after all - Dorian’s greatest fan and can’t wait to meet his hero. But the evening at the lovely

Saville mansion takes a murderous turn.

Welcome to Bunburry! 

111 pages

September 2019 

BUNBURRY –

A Taste of 

Murder 

(Episode 3)

114 pp

February 2019

BUNBURRY –

Death of a 

Ladies' Man

(Episode 4)

108 pp

May 2019



April Dawson lives in Austria with 

her family. She has been writing for 

ten years. Writing romantic novels 

with a hint of action, a little drama, a 

portion of humor and plenty of 

emotion is what she likes best.

More than 100,000 copies 

sold of the BOSS-series by 

LYX.digital

For readers of Helena 

Hunting and Kylie Scott
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NEW ADULT
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Also available:

The “BOSS“-

series (4 titles)

270 pp each

April Dawson

NEXT TO YOU

Because love lives closer than you think!

Plus-size model Addison Grant learned early on not to put up with anything. The tough young

woman always says what she thinks - especially to her arrogant (but very hot) neighbour Drake.

She doesn't like his pompous ego – but Drake still doesn't need to know that she secretly watches

him working out every Tuesday afternoon.

But when Drake offers her the job as his personal assistant, Addison is speechless for the first

time in her life. Because despite their verbal clashes, sparks fly between the two. And when

Addison is harassed by a man at a company event, and Drake gets in between, a kiss occurs that

changes everything.

Romantic, charming, and outrageously sexy!

364 pages

Paperback  

November 2019

UP ALL NIGHT

405 pp

May 2019

STILL BROKEN 

315 pp

November 2018



Ever since her early childhood, 

Bianca Iosivoni, born in 1986, 

has been fascinated by stories. 

These stories have accompanied 

her throughout her life for almost 

as long. With her head full of 

ideas, she began to write as a 

teenager and cannot imagine to 

ever stop doing so.

Emotional, romantic, and 

heart-rending

A young German author with 

a huge fan base

For readers of Mona Kasten 

and Laura Kneidl

SPIEGEL best selling series

Sample translation of 

FALLING FAST available
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NEW ADULT
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Also available (a.o.):

Hailee DeLuca has a plan: Gone are the days when she would hole up at home and hide

from the world. She wants to be courageous and dare to do all the things she used to be

afraid of in the past. But then she makes the acquaintance of Chase Whittaker – and she

knows immediately that she has a problem. For Chase’s charming ways stir up emotions

in her she long thought were gone. And that’s not all. He also gets much too close to her

darkest secret.

A dark secret that nobody knew about and nobody was supposed to be aware of. Least

of all Chase, with whom she fell head over heels in love, which had not been planned.

Hailee knew that she would lose Chase. She knew it the moment she met him. And yet,

he conquered her heart, more and more, with every smile and every touch. But do they

really have a chance? Or will Hailee and Chase have to accept the fact that sometimes

even love is not enough to keep two people together?

Two novels – one big love story. 

The bestselling New Adult series by Bianca Iosivoni

THE FIRST-series

400 - 500 pp each

#2 SPIEGEL Paperback 
bestseller

#5 SPIEGEL Paperback 
bestseller

432 pages

Paperback

August 2019

480 pages

Paperback

June 2019



Mona Kasten persuades the reader with a lot of felicity and acumen when writing love stories! In her

bestselling Again series she creates captivating stories with many dark secrets about attractive

students and their search for love and passion.

Readers of Anna Todd and S. C. Stephens, will not want to miss the AGAIN series!

▪ More than 1,6 million copies sold of Mona Kasten’s novels

▪ Each novel a SPIEGEL bestseller

▪ Winner of the LovelyBooks Readers’ Choice Award in gold 2016, 2017 and 2018

Mona Kasten, born in 1992, 

studied library and information 

management before devoting 

herself entirely to writing. She lives 

in Hamburg together with her 

husband and cats as well as an 

infinite number of books. She loves 

caffeine in every form, long walks 

in the woods and the days when all 

she can do is write.

Germany’s ultimate star in the 

New-Adult genre:

#1 on the SPIEGEL bestseller 

list with the AGAIN series and 

the MAXTON HALL trilogy

“Laugh, cry, and fall in love. 

BEGIN AGAIN has it all. Mona 

Kasten has written a book you 

can't put down.“

Anna Todd, Author of bestselling 

AFTER series
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The sensational AGAIN-series! Captivating stories with many dark secrets

Rights of Mona Kasten‘s

titles sold to:

Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech 

Republic, France, 

Hungary, Italy, Latvia,

The Netherlands, Poland, 

Portugal, Romania, 

Russia, Serbia, Slovenia, 

Spain, Taiwan

#2 SPIEGEL Paperback 
bestseller



Laura Kneidl was born in Erlangen 

in 1990 and early on, she 

developed a penchant for 

everything that has to do with 

writing. Inspired by countless 

fantasy novels, she started in 2009 

to work on her first own book 

project. Ever since, books, cats, 

and Pinterest have been an 

integral part of her daily life.

Winner of the silver medal in 

the category ‘Romance 

Novels’ at the LovelyBooks

Awards 2017 & 2018

More than 250,000 copies 

sold of Laura Kneidl’s novels

"This book will break your 

heart before piecing it back 

together with tender loving 

care.“

Mona Kasten about TOUCH 

ME. NOT.

For readers of Colleen 

Hoover and Mona Kasten
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Also available:

TOUCH ME. NOT.

462 pp
October 2017

#8 SPIEGEL
Paperback
bestseller

Laura Kneidl

SOMEONE ELSE

The SPIEGEL bestseller series continues with Cassie and Maurice,

the reader favourites from SOMEONE NEW

Approx. 450 pages

Paperback

February 2020

LOSE ME. NOT.

470 pp

February 2018

#1 SPIEGEL 

Paperback 

bestseller

After the success of Laura Kneidl’s first novel in her new series, SOMEONE NEW, she now tells the

love story of Cassie and Maurice, which her readers eagerly await. Again she covers issues, which

are of interest to young people. Her protagonists are taken from real life so there is a high potential to

identify with them. Furthermore, Kneidl’s so emotional, yet honest and authentic writing style is

particularly popular with this target audience and makes her stand out from other writers.

Cassie and Maurice could be the perfect couple: they’re best friends, they live together, they share a

passion for fantasy literature, and – most importantly – they love each other. But in some ways

they’re worlds apart. Maurice plays football, has lots of friends and is very sociable, while Cassie is

more of an introvert, likes staying in and only has a few close friends. And the more time goes on,

the more she fears that the differences between her and Maurice might just outweigh the things they

have in common.

“An absolute must-read – I’d like to see it on every bookshelf in the world. SOMEONE NEW is 

romantic, honest, authentic – and so important!” Leselurch.de

SOMEONE NEW

534 pp

February 2019

#2 SPIEGEL 

Paperback 

bestseller



Kim Nina Ocker, born in 1993, 

grew up in the picturesque town of 

Büren in North Rhine-Westphalia. 

For readers of Mona Kasten 

and Bianca Iosivoni
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EVERYTHING I DIDN’T SAY

The moment Jamie and Carter lay eyes on each other for the first time, sparks are flying.

But they both know they have to keep their hands off each other: Jamie has just started

her new job as an assistant movie director and Carter is the star of the show and cannot

show up with a woman by his side. Still, with every day they spend together, the sexual

tension between them gets more intense. And then they succumb to their passion –

without knowing that this decision will turn their lives upside down. Jamie gets pregnant

from Carter and it will take three years until they meet again.

EVERYTHING I EVER NEEDED

When Ava meets Dexter at a freshman seminar at her university, she has no idea that

this encounter will change her life forever. Not only is Dexter sexy and mysterious, he

also makes her laugh, which few men before him every accomplished. On the same

evening, the two end up in bed together - only to discover shortly thereafter that a

relationship between them is impossible.

Stories about wrong decisions, missed chances,

and the one true love of a lifetime 

Kim Nina Ocker

EVERYTHING I

DIDN‘T SAY 

450 pages

Paperback

November 2019

Kim Nina Ocker

EVERYTHING I EVER NEEDED

Approx. 450 pages

Paperback  

March 2020 



Sylvia Deloy was born 1967 and 

grew up in a small town in Lower 

Saxony. She studied communication 

science, German literature, and 

marketing, and then worked as an 

editor and writer for various TV 

programs. She wrote screenplays 

and scripts for comedy series and, 

together with a co-author, won 

second prize in the 1999 Sat.1 

Screenplay Competition. Sylvia 

Deloy lives in Cologne with her 

husband and two children.

Refreshingly true-to-life, 

funny, and warm-hearted. For 

readers of Petra Hülsmann

and Mhairi McFarlane
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Sylvia Deloy

HAPPINESS IS WITHIN REACH

When Ana arrives at a hip start-up company to sign her employment contract, a nasty surprise

awaits her: they have decided to hire a cheaper trainee instead.

What would be bad enough for anyone else is a catastrophe for Ana, because now her residence

permit will not be extended, and she’ll have to leave Germany. Yet she feels at home here, attended

the university here, and had her twins, Oliver and Valentin, here. Olly and Vally were the result of a

one-night-stand with Udo, an eccentric horn player who bolted when he learned she was pregnant

and is nowhere to be found ever since.

There is no lack of willing helpers, because everyone wants Ana and her children to stay, not least

the twins’ charming music teacher, whose optimism infuriates her - until she realizes that a little

optimism can accomplish more than she thinks, and that people with their head in the clouds can be

reliable, too.

A romantic comedy about friendship, family, and a sense of being at home

DAS GLÜCK IST ZUM 

GREIFEN NAH 

320 pages

Paperback 

February 2020



Laura Karasek was born in 

Hamburg in 1982. After studying 

law, Laura Karasek went on to 

work at a large law firm in Frankfurt 

am Main, where she still lives with 

her husband and their twins and 

works as a TV presenter and 

author. Her first novel Playful Years

was published in 2012. Her second 

book, Yes, They’re Real. Stories 

About Men and Women deals with 

self-doubt, megalomania, dates 

and awkwardness.

Laura Karasek gives a 

profound insight into her 

generation’s attitude to life

Brutally honest and 

autobiographical 

The author’s long-awaited 

second novel following her 

successful debut PLAYFUL 

YEARS
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Laura Karasek

THREE WISHES

Friends Maxie, Helena and Rebecca are all in their mid-thirties, and all feeling the pressure to decide

what they want to do with their lives. What will make them happiest: love or lust, career or children,

letting go or persevering, self-sacrifice or greed? What should we strive for in this day and age, when

beauty, money and the weight of expectation all play a bigger role in women’s lives than ever

before?

Maxie has been married to her childhood sweetheart Hannes for twelve years. When she meets

Bobby, a married man over twenty years her senior, the two of them begin an affair. And Maxie

starts to neglect her job, her friends and her ambitions, and puts everything that once mattered to her

in jeopardy.

Rebecca gives everything to her work, even moving to Frankfurt while her husband Tim stays behind

in Hamburg. Still, they both want children, but are trying in vain. Yearning to feel free and feminine

again, Rebecca has sex with an intern at work. Now she does get pregnant – and she’s torn between

her need for self-fulfilment and her longing for a baby.

Helena works as an editor at a political magazine. Her job is exciting, but she feels exploited. Her

role model has always been her father: a big hitter in the world of political journalism. When he

suddenly falls ill with cancer, Helena starts to wonder whether we only really grow up when we lose a

parent.

‘And like everyone in love, they thought, in their audacity:

we are the exception. This will last forever.’

DREI WÜNSCHE 

365 pages

Hardcover

October 2019

Also available: 

YEAH, THEY 

ARE REAL

Stories about 

women and men

252 pp

March 2019

PLAYFUL YEARS

400 pp

October 2012



Marie Lamballe was born in 

Hanover. Early in her life she 

discovered her love for France. 

She studied French and started 

writing shortly after having 

completed her studies. Today, 

the mother of two grown-up 

children lives near Frankfurt. She 

enjoys developing ideas for her 

stories in her favorite café.

For all readers of Jeffrey 

Archer‘s Clifton Chronicles 

series and Anne Jacobs‘ 

“The Cloth Villa“ 

English sample translation of 

vol. 1  available 

Total number of books in 

print for Marie Lamballe:

over 100,000 copies
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Also available: 

CAFÉ ENGEL.

FATEFUL YEARS 

(Vol. 2)

559 pp

July 2019 

Marie Lamballe

CAFÉ ENGEL.

DAUGTHERS OF HOPE (Vol.3) 

The CAFÉ ENGEL trilogy tells the thrilling story of a tradition-steeped café in the spa district of

Wiesbaden, from the post-war years through the 1950s to the economic miracle of the 1960s. The

café becomes the setting for a stirring family saga full of secrets and passions. Simultaneously, it

represents hopes for a new beginning. CAFÉ ENGEL is exciting and at the same time wonderfully

human and warm-hearted.

DAUGHTERS OF HOPE is the third and final part of the trilogy and focuses on the 1960s.

Wiesbaden, 1959. Hilde Koch, the new manager at Café Engel, fights bravely against a competitor

who is attracting increasing numbers of customers with dancing in the evening. And ever since

making his dream of owning a vineyard come true, her husband, Jean-Jacques, has not been

offering her great support.

When the new pastry chef at the Café begins to seriously romance Hilde, her marriage is put to a

tough test. Meanwhile, completely new horizons are opening up for Hilde’s brother, Wilhelm, as the

booming film industry lures him with seductive offers.

An impressive family saga about the fate of a coffee house dynasty

in the 20th century

CAFÉ ENGEL. 

TÖCHTER DER HOFFNUNG

480 pages 

Paperback 

February 2020 

CAFÉ ENGEL.

A NEW ERA 

(Vol. 1)

559 pp

March 2019 



Fenja Lüders, born in 1961, is a 

true Frisian. She grew up on a farm 

on the coast of the North Sea as 

the youngest of four siblings. She 

moved to Oldenburg to study 

history and politics, where she 

continues to live. Alongside writing, 

she has a strong passion for 

classical music. 

Detailed English outline 

available
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Coming soon: 

THE 

SPLENDOUR OF

A NEW TIME 

Approx 450 pp

July 2020 

Fenja Lüders

THE SCENT OF THE WIDE 

WORLD 

This is the first part of the SPEICHERSTADT SAGA (the Speicherstadt is the warehouse district in

Hamburg) set between 1910 and 1950. The story is based around the Deharde family, the owners

of an old-established coffee import company in Hamburg.

Hamburg, 1912: Karl Deharde is the owner of the old-established coffee import company ‘Kopmann

& Deharde’ based in the warehouse district of Hamburg. Following the early death of their mother,

Karl’s daughters Wilhelmine (known as Mina) and Agnes grown up in their grandparent’s villa. Mina

tries to escape her grandmother’s strict rule as often as possible. She visits her father in his office

almost every day after school. She spends hours sitting next to him at his desk, listening quietly

while Karl negotiates with agents and brokers or tastes coffee samples. Mina knows everyone who

works in the office and she moves around this male world with confidence. She strikes up a

particular friendship with the young office clerk Edo Blumenthal.

Grandmother Hiltrud wants to send Mina to a finishing school in southern Germany so that she will

become a proper young lady. Mina manages to get her father to agree to let her accompany him

and Edo on a business trip to New York before she goes. There they meet Frederik Lohmeyer.

Frederik’s father is an old school friend of Karl’s, and the two of them would like to get their two

children to marry each other. Frederik accompanies Mina and her father back to Hamburg, while

Edo wants to stay in New York for a few months. When Mina finds out about her father’s plans to

marry her off, she wants to flee to New York to Edo. However, she discovers from Heiko that Edo

has met a young woman in New York and is shortly to be married because she has fallen pregnant.

Mina has two options: either she goes to the finishing school as her grandmother wishes, or she

marries Frederik, which would please her father. She decides on Frederik, who soon gets sent to

war. Mina takes over his role in the company.

Europe‘s gate to the world, the alluring smell of coffee and a 

merchant’s daughter with big plans

DER DUFT DER WEITEN 

WELT

450 pages

Paperback

November 2019



Kathryn Taylor began writing as 

a child, publishing her first story 

at the young age of eleven. From 

then on, she knew that she 

would someday support herself 

as a writer. After making several 

career detours and experiencing 

a happy end in her personal life, 

her dream has now come true.

Part 2 of the book series by 

successful author Kathryn 

Taylor

Rights of Kathryn Taylor’s 

novels have been sold to:

Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, 

Czech Republic, France, 

Hungary, Italy, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Poland, Romania, 

Russia, Slovakia, Spain 

(Catalan & Castilian) 
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Also available: 

DUNMOR CASTLE.

THE LIGHT IN THE 

DARKNESS

(Vol. 1) 

349 pp 

May 2019

DARINGHAM HALL –

TRILOGY 

Paperback 

320 pp each 

Kathryn Taylor 

DUNMOR CASTLE.

THE ANCHOR IN THE STORM

(Vol. 2) 

At the behest of her boss, young designer Lexie travels to the storm-tossed north of Ireland: she is

supposed to prepare Dunmor Castle for a renovation project. The once grand estate and its grounds

seem oddly familiar to her. Has she been here before, perhaps as a little child? As a complete

orphan, Lexie has been searching for clues about her past for a very long time. Soon, the memories

come back, piece by piece, with the result that she has to deal with tormenting nightmares. And there

is more: It seems someone wants to prevent her from uncovering the truth, at all costs, and does not

even shy away from perfidious attacks. She finds comfort and support in Grayson, of all people, the

son of the castle’s owner and her professional rival. Even though she isn’t sure she can trust him,

she falls passionately in love with the attractive Irishman. It doesn’t take long and Lexie dreams of a

future with him.

Together, Lexie and Grayson find out that she is right: her mother did live and work in Dunmor Castle

and Lexie was born there. But twenty years ago, her mother disappeared, from one day to the next

and without a trace, and no one can tell Lexie, who her father is. Is this the explanation for the

attacks? Just when Lexie thinks that the answer to the mystery is within reach, Grayson accuses her

of planning to chase his family out of Dunmor Castle. Deeply hurt, Lexie makes a fatal decision: She

is going to face the demons of her past on her own ...

A passionate love, a gripping secret, and the atmospheric setting

of a romantic castle in Ireland 

DUNMOR CASTLE.

DER HALT IM STURM 

367 pages

Paperback 

August 2019



Amy Baxter is the pen name of 

successful romance and fantasy 

novelist Andrea Bielfeldt. She 

started her literary career as a 

self-publishing author in 2012 

with a fantasy saga and in the 

meantime, her success has 

enabled her to devote her entire 

time to her writing. She lives with 

her family and works in a small 

town in Schleswig-Holstein.

For readers of Jamie Shaw 

and Samantha Young
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Soon available: 

KING’S LEGACY. 

ONLY WITH YOU 

(Vol. 2) 

Approx. 300 pp 

February 2020 

KING’S LEGACY. 

HOLD ME TIGHT 

(Vol. 3) 

Approx. 300 pp 

May 2020 

Amy Baxter 

KING‘S LEGACY. ALL FOR YOU

(Bartenders of New York 1) 

KING‘S LEGACY – ALL FOR YOU (Vol. 1)

New York, an exclusive club, and an impossible love. The story of Jaxon and Hope will get

under your skin

Jaxon King is young and good-looking. On top of that, he owns the King's Legacy, the hottest bar in

New York. He could have any woman he wants. But Hope, the pretty new waitress, seems immune

to his rough charm. For Jaxon that’s something new. No matter how hard he tries, she keeps him at

a distance because she has a secret - one that makes love impossible for her. Jaxon, however, is

not willing to settle for that.

A man with dark abysses and a woman with a big heart

KING’S LEGACY – ONLY WITH YOU (Vol. 2)

Logan and Faye. Volume 2 of the King's Legacy series

Logan Hill has reached the top. He loves his job and is about to marry his boss's daughter who’s

worth millions. But then Faye enters his life, and suddenly nothing feels right anymore. Has he been

living a lie until now? Although Logan is on the verge of putting everything at stake, there is

something that Faye is hiding from him. Is he about to make the biggest mistake of his life? Or is

Faye his salvation?

Intense, genuine, heartbreaking

KING‘S LEGACY – ALLES 

FÜR DICH 

300 pages

Paperback 

October 2019 



Ruben Laurin is the alias of an 

award-winning author. His 

fascination with the history of the 

city of Magdeburg and medieval 

church architecture gave him the 

idea to write a novel about the 

construction of Magdeburg 

Cathedral: Cathedral of Light. 

Ruben Laurin lives near Wismar.

Exciting medical history. The 

drama of everyday life in a 

medieval hospital
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Ruben Laurin 

THE WHITE GOLD OF THE 

HANSEATIC LEAGUE

1275: Construction on the Heiliger Geist Hospital in Lübeck is nearing completion. As respected

merchant Bertram Morneweg examines the final stages of the work, he notices that one of the

painters is behaving strangely. Indeed, Morneweg is able to prevent a suicide at the very last

second. To give the desperate man hope, the merchant tells him his life story. Orphaned at age

seven, he struggled through in Lübeck as a beggar until a little girl had pity on him and took him into

the household of her father, merchant Marquard von Bardewik. Von Bardewik adopted Morneweg

and allowed him to receive an education. He and Getrud grew up together. Their friendship turned

into love, but he always remained the poor foundling and she the rich merchant's daughter. And so

young Morneweg set off on a Hanseatic ship to seek his fortune. After many dangerous adventures

and barely escaping death several times, he made a vow to build this hospital if death would spare

him one more time and allow him to return to Lübeck. His prayer was answered, he recovered his

health, and, as a rich man, was able to marry his great and once unattainable love.

Encouraged, the young painter Johannes tells of his unhappy and hopeless love for Sophie, the

daughter of a Lübeck merchant. During the dramatic events of the great fire of 1276, which destroys

the entire northern section of the old town, the unhappy artist and his love are finally united. Bertram

is dispatched to England by the Lübeck City Council and is eager to see his homeland again. On his

crossing to England, Bertram's ship is caught in a storm and sinks. Grateful for the life he has lived,

he surrenders to his fate.

The eventful life and love story of a merchant in the heyday of the 

Hanseatic League

DAS WEISSE GOLD DER 

HANSE 

512 pages

Paperback 

November 2019 

CATHEDRAL OF 

LIGHT 

590 pp

February 2018 

Also available: 



Ulf Schiewe was born in 1947 in the 

Weser Uplands and was raised in 

Münster. He was employed for 

many years as a software developer 

and senior marketing executive at 

international corporations. He lived 

abroad for over twenty years, 

among other places in French-

speaking Switzerland, Paris, Brazil, 

Belgium, and Sweden. 

For readers of Ken Follett and 

Frederick Forsyth
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Ulf Schiewe

THE ASSASSIN

June 1914. There have been repeated political crises in recent years, but most people still have no

idea what is brewing in Europe. The major European powers are competing against one another.

The German emperor is expanding his fleet, which is particularly worrisome for England. France and

Germany are quarrelling over Alsace-Lorraine and, in a general sense, many Frenchmen harbour

thoughts of revenge for the Franco-Prussian War. Russia sympathizes with Serbia's Pan-Slavic

aspirations - much to the annoyance of Austria, which annexed Bosnia-Herzegovina a few years

earlier. In the Balkans, where the Ottoman Empire is in retreat, and Serbia is pursuing ambitious

goals, there are mighty rumblings. Uprisings, student unrest, and even assassinations are not

uncommon. All it will take is a single spark to ignite the powder keg. So when Franz-Ferdinand, heir

to the Austrian throne, and his wife, Sophie, are assassinated in Sarajevo, the keg explodes. A once-

in-a century event with far-reaching consequences.

In THE ASSASSIN, Ulf Schiewe concentrates on the week leading up to the assassination. It is the

week during which three young Serbs set off for Sarajevo, where Franz-Ferdinand will review a

parade - and lose his life. The secret services have received advance warning and are trying to

prevent the attack, but all too often their efforts come to nothing. Again and again, the tiniest

coincidences prevent the apprehension of the assassins.

Ulf Schiewe provides an up-close experience of this decisive week. His concise narration and quick

scene changes put us at close quarters with the protagonists. The book is riveting and exciting, even

if the outcome of the story is already known.

A historical thriller about the murder of Franz-Ferdinand,

heir to the Austrian throne

DER ATTENTÄTER 

509 pages 

Paperback

December 2019 



Britain in the near future: the population has been struck by a series of diseases previously thought

to have been eradicated. In order to contain the epidemic, a huge dome has been built just outside

London. Anyone who gets sick is taken there and left to fend for themselves. The name of the

exclusion zone is Habitat Miseria.

In the midst of this chaos, Rick attempts to lead a normal life – which is far from easy, since his own

girlfriend has been taken to the dome. All of a sudden, however, events catch up with him: despite

not showing any symptoms of illness, Rick is taken prisoner and sent to Miseria. But what he finds

there bears no resemblance to the image of the dome as it is perceived by the outside world. What’s

really going on here? The hunt for the truth begins.

THE SHELTER: FUTURE WITHOUT HOPE won the 2019 Seraph Prize in the ‘Best Debut’

category

Kris Brynn

THE SHELTER. 

FUTURE WITHOUT HOPE

A future without hope 

Kris Brynn is the pseudonym of 

a German author. She is an avid 

Trekkie with a passion for writing 

stories. While studying literature 

at university she started reading 

classic fantasy and developed a 

penchant for island utopias. 

After working for an international 

media company for twenty 

years, she is now a full-time 

writer. The author lives with her 

family near Stuttgart.
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THE SHELTER.

ZUKUNFT OHNE HOFFNUNG

326 pages

Paperback

June 2019

For fans of THE ARENA and 

THE ISLAND



Also available: 

The grand finale of the trilogy THE LIBRARY OF THE WHISPERING SHADOWS

A fantastic trilogy for all 

bookworms, book nuts, and 

book hunters

“Whenever you hold a book 

in your hands, which weaves 

the very best the narrative 

traditions of Orient and 

Occident have to offer into 

wonderful new stories, it will 

be a book by Akram El-

Bahay.” Bernhard Hennen

English summary available of 

Vol. 1 
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THE LIBRARY OF 

THE WHISPERING 

SHADOWS.

THE KING OF 

BOOKS

(Vol. 2) 

399 pp

September 2018

Akram El-Bahay

THE LIBRARY OF THE 

WHISPERING SHADOWS.

THE WAR OF BOOKS 

(Vol. 3) 

DIE BIBLIOTHEK DER 

FLÜSTERNDEN SCHATTEN. 

BÜCHERKRIEG

367 pages

Paperback 

October 2019 

With THE LIBRARY OF THE WHISPERING SHADOWS, Akram El-Bahay has created a fantasy world

that he brings to life with credible characters, a gripping storyline, and a very visual writing style. In the

story, the readers accompany personable and courageous Samir, as he discovers a completely new world

and finds his own way

Sam, a former thief, uses a trick and manages to become a member of the palace guard at Mythia.

He dreams of becoming one of the personal guards of the King, but instead he must guard the old

dusty books in the gigantic library that fills the endless catacombs. Paramythia, the City of Books –

that’s the name of the vast library labyrinth under the city of Mythia. It is like an independent city of

books underneath the city he calls home.

Sam’s task is to ensure that no one gains access to the enormous labyrinth and steals one of the

books. One day, however, chaos unexpectedly erupts in the city of books. Two unknown figures

have been sighted in the labyrinth, and when Sam sets out to find them he makes an unbelievable

discovery. The troublemakers are not human beings but two winged women: they are mythical

creatures. Sam will only learn at the end of his journey that the city of books is not a library but a

gigantic prison!

Akram El-Bahay turned his 

passion, writing, into a profession. 

He works as a journalist and 

author. As the child of an Egyptian 

father and a German mother, his 

upbringing exposed him to 

influences from both cultures. This 

is also reflected in his novels. 

Classical fantasy stories about 

dragons and magic, they are 

equally reminiscent of the Lord of 

the Rings and Oriental fairytales.

THE LIBRARY OF 

WHISPERING 

SHADOWS.

CITY OF BOOKS 

(Vol. 1) 

382 pp

September 2017



The year is 2101. The world is dominated by a global government - and by a technological virus that

infects humans and turns them into hyper-functional cyborgs that obey the will of the artificial

intelligence KAMI. Originally, the technology was developed to enable nanocomputers to create

super soldiers, but the experiment spun out of control.

Although people infected with the virus are currently being hunted down, locked up in restricted

zones, or simply eliminated, KAMI continues to gain strength. The reader follows different people

from various social classes as they fight against KAMI for the survival of mankind.

Marie Grasshoff

NEON BIRDS

A technological virus, an artificial super intelligence,

and a struggle for human survival

Marie Grasshoff was born in 

1990 in Halberstadt/Harz. She 

studied book science and 

linguistics in Mainz and then 

worked for several years as a 

social media manager for a large 

agency. She is now a freelance 

author and graphic designer 

based in Leipzig.

Volume 1 of the new 

Cyberpunk Trilogy

For readers of William 

Gibson's NEUROMANCER 

and Philip K. Dick's DO 

ANDROIDS DREAM OF 

ELECTRIC SHEEP? (= 

BLADE RUNNER)
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NEON BIRDS 

Approx. 384 pages

Paperback

December 2019 

Available soon: 

CYBER TRIPS 

Approx. 380 pp
April 2020 

BETA HEARTS

Approx. 380 pp
August 2020 



An exciting new voice in our science fiction program: Laura Heller draws a frighteningly realistic

near-future scenario that deals with topics such as social injustice, agitation and the optimization of

people.

2045: The USA has sealed itself off from the rest of the world to protect itself against terror. But now

so-called changed people are causing fear and terror in the country. Seraphina Winter is such a

changed person. She has superhuman abilities and is hunted by the government. Together with

four other changed people she decides to make a virtue out of necessity: They become

superheroes and fight injustice in the city.

Her plan works: they are celebrated in the media and social networks. The government doesn't like

this development because it can no longer take action so easily against those who have changed.

The leading agent John Hunter tries to get to the group via Sera, in order to finally arrest them.

But then more and more changed people disappear without a trace. Despite her distrust of Hunter,

Seraphina has to ask him for help. Together they not only find out where the powers of the changed

come from, but also uncover a cruel secret of the government.

Laura Weller

BAY CITY HEROES.

In the Sign of Justice

Exceptional talents, secret identities and a terrible conspiracy

Laura Weller is the pen name of

author Brigitte Melzer.

X-MEN meets Leigh 

Bardugo's SIX OF CROWS

Frighteningly realistic near-

future scenario
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BAY CITY HEROES 

636 pages 

Paperback

November 2019 



Volume 3 of the THE BLOOD 

OF THE TWINS trilogy

A thrilling novel about 

fantasy nations - the genre 

that creates bestsellers

For fans of Markus Heitz, 

Bernhard Hennen, and J.R.R. 

Tolkien
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Also available: 

THE BLOOD OF 

THE TWINS.

The Magic of 

the Elves (Vol.2)  

607 pp

February 2019 

Hendrik Lambertus 

THE BLOOD OF THE TWINS.  

The Wrath of the Dwarves 

(Vol.3) 

A complex world, a sinister overlord, and heroic challenges

ZWILLINGSBLUT. 

DER ZORN DER ORKS 

655 pages 

Paperback 

September 2019 

Darkness envelops the land. The hordes of the Prince of Chains are on the march to conquer the last

remaining free lands of the humans, elves, and dwarves. The twin dwarves Gorin and Gadra are doing

everything to defend the fortified underground kingdom of Tokrond against the prince’s henchmen. They

only learn that they are destined to play a special role in this war from the mysterious winter seer. There is

a prophecy foretelling that a pair of twins will someday free the dark prince from his chains and thereby

defeat him. The winter seer believes that Gorin and Gadra could be the prophesied liberators.

In the kingdom of the elves, there are twins to whom the prophecy also applies, however. The winter seer

has visited them as well, and Elyami and Elyamur were raised in the awareness that they are the chosen

ones. But when the winter seer decides that the time has come to set off with the twins, the council of the

elves opposes her: supposedly, the twins are not ready yet and are needed as a symbol of hope in their

homeland. When an insidious murder occurs in the kingdom of the dwarves, and Gorin and Gadra are

held responsible, the elf twins, too, are forced to take up the fight against their own people. As they

escape, the two pairs of twins meet. Only now do they learn that a second pair of twins exists, and that the

prophecy can only apply to one of them. Although they mistrust and resent one another, they ultimately

join forces so they can discover how to fulfill the prophecy.

Hendrik Lambertus was born in 

1979 and lives with his family in 

northern Germany. He studied 

Scandinavian literature, medieval 

German, and Indology at the 

University of Tübingen, and 

subsequently pursued a doctoral 

thesis on late medieval Icelandic 

literature. 

THE BLOOD OF 

THE TWINS. 

The Battle of the 

Dwarves (Vol.1) 

575 pp

July 2018



Dr. Matthias Manke lives and 

works in Bochum as an orthopedist 

and trauma surgeon. Furthermore, 

he is a lecturer of the research 

group acupuncture (FACM), a 

professor at the Ruhr University 

Bochum, a senior physician at the 

Bochum-based sportsmedical

network „SPORTIVUM“, and the 

personal physician of players of 

the 1. German Soccer League.
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Dr. Matthias Manke

ON LIGHT FEET 

What Our Feet Can Tell Us 

About Our Health

What our feet can tell us about our health

LEICHTFÜSSIG

Was Füße über unsere 

Gesundheit verraten

272 pages

Hardcover

September 2019

The big toe carries half of our body weight. A deformed big toe – the medical term is hallux valgus –

does not only look unpleasant but it can also throw a person’s entire way of moving off balance.

Three of four patients suffering from bunions are women. The reasons are a genetic predisposition

and weak connective tissue. But also high heels or shoes that are too narrow can cause hallux

valgus.

Fact is that people, who always wear shoes, have weaker foot muscles than individuals, who often

walk barefoot. On the one hand, we are protecting our feet from injuries by wearing shoes. But on

the other hand, we are depriving them of the opportunity to act as the grasping and sensory organs

that they are.

This is the reason why our feet are kind of withering away. But swollen feet or heavy legs can also be

indicators of backaches, migraines, or diseases of the kidney. And myxedema on the bridge of the

foot and on the front side of the lower leg are more often than not indicative of an underactive

thyroid. In his book, Matthias Manke explains how taking a close look at our feet and legs can tell us

a lot about possible diseases and conditions. But he also shows us how we can prevent these

diseases by walking in a healthy way. Whether it is the correct footwear, walking barefoot as often as

possible, foot massages, or targeted foot exercises – these tips will teach us to get a better

understanding of our feet and, hence, of our entire body and to take preventive measures because:

Our feet are the mirror to our general health.



Maren Schauerte was born in 

1976. After studying civil 

engineering at Aachen University 

of Applied Sciences, she worked 

as a project engineer and 

appraiser for a number of years. 

She became "passionate" about 

interior mold after personally  

experiencing flagrant construction 

defects, and water and mold 

damage at home and at work.
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Maren Schauerte 

GETTING RID OF MOLD

Everything about Its Hidden 

Dangers and How to Live a 

Healthier Life

Mold is an uninvited guest that is increasingly finding its way into our modern dwellings, and it’s

having devastating health consequences: asthma, cancer, rheumatism, and low birth rates to name

just a few. Maren Schauerte explains how we can protect ourselves against this unwelcome visitor.

Whether in the bedroom, in the kitchen, or the bathroom - the enemy lurks everywhere. Eighty

percent of mold damage in houses remains hidden, that is, it never comes to light. But by following

the right tips, everyone can now live a healthier life.

In addition, GETTING RID OF MOLD explains the underappreciated problems of modern life styles

and construction methods in terms that are easy to understand for any interested layperson.

This book focuses on imparting knowledge in an entertaining way. It not only presents readers with

exciting scientific insights but provides a grounding in structural physics as well. It also suggests

simple preventive measures, thereby creating a solid foundation for hygienic and healthy

construction and mold-free living.

Say goodbye to mold and enjoy a healthier life in your own four walls

SCHLUSS MIT DEM SCHIMMEL 

320 pages 

Hardcover

October 2019 

Gastrointestinal ailments, 

rheumatism, asthma, and 

cancer: mold funguses are 

the cause of numerous 

illnesses – mold is really 

dangerous.



For readers looking for a 

simple introduction they can 

implement into their everyday 

lives

Small format, four-color 

illustrations throughout, the 

perfect companion for the 

handbag
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Mindfulness has reached the center of society – but this doesn’t mean that everyone feels like reading great tomes and complicated

texts to gain some insight, and not everyone wants to learn everything about every aspect of a mindful life. And it is not as difficult as it

might seem! For our authors are specialists in fields like resilience, breath, voice, or inner child, to name just a few. Their short texts

invite us to take a deeper look into the subject and the small exercises enable us right away to take the step from theory to practice.

This makes starting a mindful life as easy as ABC!

⬧ The best mindfulness topics in a practical purse-sized book

⬧ Holistic approach: body and soul

⬧ Inspiring texts and simple exercises for every day that take just a few minutes and lead to  continuous inner growth

⬧ A beautifully designed invitation

⬧ 96 pages each, all in four-color print

⬧ With numerous illustrations and in  a practical flexcover format

THE „LITTLE SERIES“ from Bastei Lübbe Paperback:

Titles already available in the series: 

Jutta Ritschel

BREATHE AGAIN! 

5 Minutes That Will Give 

You Relaxation and Energy 

for Your Daily Routine

September 2018 

Monika Gruhl

COMING ALIVE AGAIN! 

5 Minutes for More Inner 

Strength and Resilience

September 2018 

Jutta Ritschel 

SIMPLY WELL TUNED!

5 Minutes to Synchronize 

Voice and Personality

February 2019

Natascha Battus

RECONCILED WITH MYSELF! 

5 Minutes with Your 

Inner Child 

February 2019 

Milka Reich 

EMBRACE YOURSELF! 

A 5-Minute Touch Session for 

Health and Tranquility 

September 2019

Katharina Grünewald

HEART TIME!

5 Minutes for More Self-

Love

September 2019



A succinct self-help guide 

that’s small enough to fit in 

your handbag

With simple exercises for 

every day and every situation
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Natascha Battus

FEARLESS!

5 Minutes to Combat Anxiety, 

Fear and Panic

It sits there in your chest or like a lump in your throat: anxiety. When you try to run away, it always

catches up with you. Anxiety is expressed through the body, so working with your body is actually the

best way to combat it. Natascha Battus shows that it is possible to move from thinking to feeling

surprisingly easily, and explains how to overcome the barriers of your anxiety. By restoring the

balance between your mind and your body, you can live the life you want to live.

From the content:

1. Mind and body out of balance: understanding what makes you anxious

2. Finding words: recognising and describing subconscious physical sensations

3. From hostility to friendship: reaching out to your anxiety and working with it

4. Using and strengthening your subconscious

5. Using the wisdom of your body to help you recover

6. Packing a first aid kit for panic attacks

7. From frightened rabbit to soaring eagle: finding out what makes you strong in life

Quick and concise tips to help you deal with anxiety and panic attacks

ANGSTFREI!

5 Minuten gegen innere

Unruhe, Angst und Panik

96 pages 

Paperback 

February 2020 

Natascha Battus, born in 1972. 

Coach, ZRM® coach (Zurich 

Resource Model) and communication 

consultant. Workplace health 

management with a focus on 

psychological health in the workplace 

and work-life balance. Systemic 

methods, hypnotherapeutic 

communication, business coaching. 

Seminars,  prevention classes and 

lectures for corporations, institutions, 

and organizations. 

SELF-HELP



If you have only five minutes, 

use them for an effective Yin 

Yoga exercise
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Sunita Sylke Koch 

YIN YOGA 

5 Minutes Relaxation from 

Head to Toe 

Sleep better. Be more relaxed. Less worries. More joy in life. We can win all this and much more with

yoga. Even without spending two hours a day on the mat. Sunita Sylke Koch shows in this book how

to become more relaxed with five minutes of yin yoga per day and how to master everyday life better.

The thoughts come to rest, one feels less driven and is more relaxed in dealing with one's fellow

human beings and becomes more and more what one has always been: an expert of one's body.

A relaxed yoga book for beginners

YIN YOGA

5 Minuten Entspannung von 

Kopf bis Fuß 

96 pages 

Paperback 

February 2020 Sunita Sylke Koch, born 1967, 

is a yoga teacher and yin yoga 

teacher (BYV) in her own yoga 

school, relaxation teacher (BTB), 

meditation course instructor 

(BYVG), Namasté SUPYoga

teacher, foreign language 

correspondent and business 

economist (BA).



Kerstin Emming was born in 1965 

in Recklinghausen and currently 

lives near Münster. 
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Kerstin Emming

A MIRACLE NAMED MARLEY  

How My Dog Got Me Back on 

My Feet

Following a car accident, Kerstin has lost everything: her job, her marriage, her health. Confined to

a wheelchair, she retires to a little wood cabin by a lake in Westphalia and shuts herself off from the

world.

When she hears that a local farmer is planning to drown a little dog with an incurable heart defect,

she decides on the spur of the moment to adopt the sick animal. The dog seems to realise that he

owes Kerstin his life, and becomes her faithful companion.

The two of them become an inseparable team, each taking care of the other. Kerstin feels sorry for

the dog: he needs more exercise, so she starts going out in her wheelchair more often, spending

more and more time outdoors instead of dozing in front of the TV. This helps strengthen her

muscles and her immune system, brings her into contact with other people, and teaches her how to

laugh again. Reinvigorated, she joins a medical fitness studio and starts a programme of exercises

to strengthen her legs. Eventually Kerstin buys herself a pair of crutches and, as well as her long

trips out in the wheelchair with Marley, she manages to walk a little way too. By the summer of 2017

she’s made so much progress that she is able to take her first steps unaided – with Marley by her

side, of course. Her doctors call it a miracle; Kerstin puts it all down to her dog. ‘I owe him

everything,’ she says.

But following Kerstin’s miraculous recovery, it’s as if Marley has done what he came into this world

to do, and his strength starts to fail him. His heart grows weaker and weaker, and a year later

Kerstin has to say goodbye to her saviour. At first, life without Marley doesn’t seem worth living.

Kerstin shuts herself away again, and feels like giving up. But once again, Marley gives her

strength: one day, on the shore of the lake, she finds one of his collars that went missing years

earlier. She sees it as a message. ‘Marley wants me to carry on! I don’t want his love to have been

in vain.’

The moving story of a friendship between a woman and a dog

who both come to each other’s rescue

EIN WUNDER NAMENS 

MARLEY 

222 pages 

Paperback

February 2020 

For readers who enjoyed A 

STREETCAT NAMED BOB 

and GREG & FRED



LIVE FORWARDS is the autobiographical story of a woman whose husband dies of cancer at

barely 39 years of age. From that point on, she must raise their three children by herself. Iris Lieser

describes in candid and deeply moving terms her journey through the initial hours after the death of

her partner, through that week until after the burial, and then through the first year. She was

consciously seeking ways to engage with a supposedly unavoidable sense of grief, even though

she didn’t feel sorrowful in the least. It was only during the course of the following years that she

released her emotional handbrake and learned to bear her feelings during the unpredictable attacks

of sorrow. At the same time, she also had to re-learn how to appreciate - without guilt - the many

joys her children, family, and friends imparted.

The purpose of Iris Lieser’s book is, above all, to provide encouragement and show readers a path

that can lead them out of loss. It is a book about comfort and life for all who mourn the death of a

beloved partner, a good friend, or a close relative, and who cannot imagine how life will continue

afterwards.

Iris Lieser

LIVE FORWARDS

The Grief for my Husband, 

three children and I 

Courageous, deeply moving, and extremely personal

Iris Lieser was born in 1965. After 

receiving her certification as a 

radiologic technologist, she took a 

job in the radiology department of the 

largest hospital in Krefeld. The death 

of her husband, Peter, left her on her 

own with three adolescent children. 

During the period that followed, she 

discovered that she enjoyed writing. 

The four major phases of 

grief, described in an 

extremely personal and 

authentic account

Extremely valuable reading 

for people who are affected

Strengthened in her deep 

love for her husband, Iris 

Lieser accepts the 

challenge of living life alone
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LEBE VORWÄRTS 

368 pages 

Paperback 

October 2019 
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Marc Friedrich / Matthias Weik

THE BIGGEST CRASH OF ALL 

TIME

The Economy, Politics, and 

Society. How You Can Still 

Protect Your Money Now

While the politicians are keeping a lookout, we citizens are being ripped-off by the economy and the

world of finance. Those who create the crises have become the ones who profiteer from them. The

rich are becoming ever richer and richer—the super-rich even absurdly so—while the middle class

continues to shrink and the underclass expands. There is a small elite sitting behind the wheel, and

it is driving our planet into a wall.

Friedrich and Weik deliver what their sworn fan community expects: up-to-the-minute and razor-

sharp analyses, well-founded criticism of stubborn elites in business and politics, and radical

proposals for solutions. Friedrich and Weik shine a light on the pressures that await citizens,

taxpayers, depositors, investors, and asset owners in the near future if incompetent executives and

political losers stick to their failed recipes.

The authors deliver an in-depth analysis of the future role of the European Union during growing

tensions between the USA and China. They also take a look at a future where banks will no longer

service our needs and economical and political decision-making will be strongly influenced by

Artificial Intelligence.

Marc Friedrich and Matthias Weik are financial experts who think outside the box. In their latest and

most important book to date, the best-selling authors reveal what we can all expect and how

readers can hedge their money and create security for themselves.

From exorbitant rents and the crisis of the European Union

to the failure of the elites – Friedrich and Weik address troublesome issues

DER GRÖSSTE CRASH 

ALLER ZEITEN

400 pages

Hardcover

November 2019 

Hard-hitting analysis and 

meaningful tips for 

consumers and investors

Total circulation for 

Friedrich and Weik is more 

than 350,000 copies

The economic experts Marc 

Friedrich and Matthias Weik have 

numbered among the most reliable 

bestselling authors in the field of 

economics and finance for years. 

Marc Friedrich holds a degree in 

business administration and gained 

work and life experience on the 

international stage at an early age. 

Matthias Weik studied International 

Business in Melbourne, Australia, 

and earned an MBA while working 

for a German company. In 2009, 

they founded their own financial 

strategy consulting firm for 

companies and private individuals. 

In 2016, they founded Germany's 

first open-ended real asset fund, 

Friedrich & Weik Wertefonds.



Anna Basener put herself 

through university in Hildesheim 

by writing dime novels. She has 

published dozens of historical 

novels, and ZEIT called her 

‘Germany’s most successful 

dime novel writer’. Her debut 

novel won the ‘Putlitzer Prize’ in 

the ‘Funniest German-language 

Novel’ category, and is currently 

being made into a film.

For readers of COCO 

CHANEL. THE MAGICAL 

WORLD OF THE STYLE ICON 

and HOW TO BE PARISIAN

Beautifully designed and 

illustrated throughout by 

Evelyn Neuss
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Anna Basener

LAGERFELD YOUR LIFE 

His Best Fashion and Lifestyle Tips

‘A woman without style has no style even in a dress with style.’ ‘Nothing makes you older than trying

to look young.’ ‘We only learn from our mistakes. Success never helped anybody.’

Karl Lagerfeld is a creative fashion designer, a style icon – and renowned for his salty remarks.

Touching on everything from fashion to personal attitudes to career success, Anna Basener takes

Lagerfeld’s best quotes and uses them as the basis for her enlightening fashion and lifestyle guide.

Beautifully illustrated. And definitely not just for Lagerfeld fans.

The perfect gift for Lagerfeld aficionados and fashion fans

LAGERFELD YOUR LIFE

192 pages

Hardcover

December 2019



Pictures often say more than a thousand words. The same goes for Tanja Brandt's fantastic 

photographs. Whether for the birthday of a loved one or as a simple thank you - with these 

books we open the hearts of our favourite people. 

Tanja Brandt

AS LIGHT AS A FEATHER

Tanja Brandt’s photos have been 

going viral all around the world 

taking hearts by storm on every 

continent. “I am a wood gnome and 

only happy when I am lying in the 

dirt surrounded by animals. I am 

feeling my best when I am in nature 

with dogs and birds of prey.” She 

lives with her animals in falconry in 

the vicinity of Remscheid.

Over 80,000 copies sold in 

total of  HEAD OVER BEAKS 

IN LOVE and LOVE DOESN’T 

FLY AWAY!
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NIMM‘S FEDERLEICHT 

48 pages

Hardcover 

November 2019 

LOVE DOESN‘T 
FLY AWAY

160 pp
October 2018 

Also available:

HEAD OVER
BEAKS IN LOVE

166 pp
November 2016 



Pictures often say more than a thousand words. The same goes for Tanja Brandt's fantastic 

photographs. Whether for the birthday of a loved one or as a simple thank you - with these 

books  we open the hearts of our favourite people. 

Tanja Brandt

UNDER YOUR WING 

Over 80,000 copies sold in 

total of  HEAD OVER BEAKS 

IN LOVE and LOVE DOESN’T 

FLY AWAY!
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ICH FLIEG AUF DICH

48 pages

Hardcover 

November 2019 



Anastasia Zampounidis was 

born in1968. Among other 

projects, she worked on the 

ZDF documentary Die 

Zuckerfalle (The Sugar Trap). 

She has been living sugar-free 

for 11 years. In exchange, she 

has gained enormous energy 

and joie de vivre. 

Total print-run of Anastasia 

Zampounidis‘ books:

over 180,000 copies! 
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Also available: 

SUGAR-FREE 

FOREVER

260 pp 

October 2017

SUGAR-FREE 

FOREVER

My Recipes for 

Happiness

192 pp

October 2018 

Anastasia Zampounidis

SUGAR-FREE FOREVER.

TO GO 

Simple, healthy, and tasty 

food for on the move

It’s particularly hard to stick with a sugar-free diet when you’re on the go. Cafeterias, restaurants,

and fast-food outlets often use unhealthy flavor enhancers. That's why meal prep is the magic word.

With a little planning, it’s easy to prepare delicious, healthy food and take it along. Anastasia

Zampounidis presents recipes for lunch breaks and excursions, as well as offerings for a buffet.

Clever recipes that make sugar-free food taste great even in stressful everyday life

FÜR IMMER ZUCKERFREI.

TO GO

144 pages 

Hardcover 

October 2019 



Anastasia Zampounidis was 

born in1968. Among other 

projects, she worked on the 

ZDF documentary Die 

Zuckerfalle (The Sugar Trap). 

She has been living sugar-free 

for 11 years. In exchange, she 

has gained enormous energy 

and joie de vivre. 

Over 50 delicious dishes for 

mornings, mid-day, 

evenings, and in between

Special treats for children's 

birthday parties
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Anastasia Zampounidis

SUGAR-FREE FOREVER.

FOR KIDS

Simple, healthy, and 

delicious

Although the promise of healthy and balanced living has led thousands to a sugar-free diet, this line

of reasoning leaves children cold. Nevertheless, sugar is particularly dangerous at a young age,

because this period sets the course for physical development and future nutrition. Fortunately, these

everyday recipes are persuasive, and not just for kids.

Sugar-free treats for kids

FÜR IMMER ZUCKERFREI. 

FÜR KIDS 

144 pages 

Hardcover 

October 2019 Also available: 

SUGAR-FREE 

FOREVER

260 pp 

October 2017

SUGAR-FREE 

FOREVER

My Recipes for 

Happiness

192 pp

October 2018 



From Baking Bread to the Game of Scones, we roll out the red carpet for the best recipes, with a cast

that includes everything you need for binge watching a series – from stress-relieving comfort food to

crispy side dishes and seductive snacks for an evening of thrilling entertainment. The script also

includes: the right way to use knives, stylish drinks, and sweet ideas for winding down at the end.

Eva Dotterweich 

COOKING FOR MOVIE TIME

From the Game of Scones 

to Jurassic Pork –

Ridiculously delicious 

dishes for movie buffs and 

fans of series

From the Game of Scones to Jurassic Pork

The great potential of the 

cookbook market is 

demonstrated by growing 

number of cooking shows and 

food blogs. 

The common experience of 

cooking together and the 

pleasure of indulgence have 

become more important than 

the mere following of a recipe. 

In cooperation with Bauer 

Verlag, the multimedia group 

with the highest print-runs in 

Germany, Bastei Lübbe is 

going to publish four 

beautifully layouted

cookbooks with lots of recipes 

for different occasions. 
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The best parties are often the spontaneous ones. But how do I fill up my unexpected guests? What

are some quick recipes that create real kitchen orgies? And what do I have to serve up, if I want to

have a really big affair? Whether it's casual carousing or a lavish party, this cookbook will put you in

a festive mood - all the way to a hangover breakfast and finishing off the leftovers.

Eva Dotterweich 

CELEBRATING. FLIRTING. 

FINGER FOOD

The Best Parties happen in 

the Kitchen

The best parties happen in the kitchen
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Every parent has experienced them: those famous eeeww! scenes at the family table. But how do

you feed your children healthy food without being a buzzkill by insisting on broccoli?

Here, the formula consists of having fun together - thanks to clever tricks that magically transform

unloved vegetables - enjoying a little wine workout that relaxes the parents, and realizing for certain

that crumbs on the floor never harmed anyone. Starting today, chaos in the kitchen will be a cause

for celebration!

Eva Dotterweich 

EEEWW! IS A THING OF THE PAST

Insanely tasty recipes for children 

and their semi-disciplined parents

Insanely tasty recipes for children and their semi-disciplined parents
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IIIHH! WAR GESTERN
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Cooking is a way to power down. Dicing and kneading provide relief from everyday dramas. After a

stressful day, stirring is true meditation. Every one of these dishes is a journey of creative discovery,

and after a proper session in the kitchen all of your senses will come alive again. You’ll realize that

you can make it happen. Because cooking is simply good karma.

Eva Dotterweich 

KITCHEN KARMA INSTEAD OF 

KITCHEN DRAMA

The Tasty Path to Enlightenment

The tasty path to enlightenment
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